Do different ethnic groups need different sun protection?
In the present study, the transmission of sunlight trough the human skin barrier into the living tissue was investigated in the spectral region between 280 and 700 nm. The experiments were performed with a fiber-based spectrometer on sliced skin obtained from volunteers with different skin types. One fiber was positioned directly on the skin surface and the second one underneath the skin samples. The distribution of the sunlight under the epidermis was determined. Significant differences were found in the absorption properties of the different skin types, which were mainly determined by the variations in melanin concentration and distribution. It was found that sunscreens for specific ethnic groups need different combinations of UV filters, if a balanced relation between ultraviolet B (UVB) and ultraviolet A (UVA) protection is to be obtained. On the other hand, it could be demonstrated that the human skin is also well protected against visible and near-infrared light by melanin. The higher the skin type category, the better the protection in the visible part of the spectrum of the sun. This stimulates the hot discussion at the present time, as to whether sunscreens should also contain protection compounds in the visible and near-infrared parts of the spectrum.